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YOUR PRESENTER

MARK GRACEY GDPR
• Began working in the internet industry in the mid-90s when I joined Demon
Internet to help set up their commercial web sales and support team
• Set up one of the UK's first network abuse teams (for Demon Internet) dealing
with complaints and misuse of the internet
• 15+ year career in internet regulation dealing with everything from internet
content liability to data protection and police liaison
• I’ve worked with the government on behalf of the internet industry and advised
the House of Lords on internet policy matters as well as influencing the outcomes
of a number of pieces of legislation
• In June 2017 set up the Digital Compliance Hub, now Mark Gracey GDPR, a
subscription-based support service, offering a data protection and privacy
compliance helpline (email and phone) backed up by a library of resources
including guides, checklists, tools and templates as well as access to webinars and
other compliance tools. We also offer outsourced DPO services and pay-as-yougo support.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
• Became a Data Protection Manager when the 1998 Act came into force, ensuring
ongoing compliance as well as working with government and law enforcement
with access to communications data and issues with data retention
• Computer Science Degree & Masters Degree in Computer and Communication
Law
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AGENDA

WHAT WE’LL BE COVERING
→ Background and introduction to the Code
→ The 15 standards
→ What this means in practice
→ Q&A
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BACKGROUND &
INTRODUCTION
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GDPR ESSENTIALS
Data that identifies an individual
DPO
Documentary evidence of processing
LIA
Policies & training
Processor due diligence & contracts
Data Protection by design and by
default & DPIA
• Codes of practice
• Dealing with breaches
•
•
•
•
•
•

Protects
Personal Data

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data
Protection
Principles

Accountability

Fair, lawful & transparent
Specific purpose
Relevant
Accurate
Retention
Security
Accountability
Plus, rules about non-EU
processing

GDPR

•
•
•
•
•

Right to be informed
Subject access right
Right to erasure and portability
Right to rectification, object or
restrict processing
Rights about automated decision
making & profiling

Individuals’
rights

Lawful Basis

•
•
•
•
•
•

Consent
Contract
Legal obligation
Vital interests
Public task
Legitimate interest
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PART 5, DATA PROTECTION ACT 2018
s123, DPA2018: “The Commissioner must prepare a code of practice which

contains such guidance as the Commissioner considers appropriate on
standards of age-appropriate design of relevant information society services
which are likely to be accessed by children”
Statutory
Code:
Required by
law (s123)

AGE
APPROPRIATE
DESIGN

Code has to be
approved by
Parliament
(s125)

ICO must
consult
relevant
stakeholders
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WHY A CHILDREN’S CODE IS NEEDED
Data sits at the heart of the digital services children
use every day. From the moment a young person
opens an app, plays a game or loads a website, data
begins to be gathered. Who’s using the service?
How are they using it? How frequently? Where
from? On what device?
That information may then inform techniques used
to persuade young people to spend more time using
services, to shape the content they are encouraged
to engage with, and to tailor the advertisements
they see.
For all the benefits the digital economy can offer
children, we are not currently creating a safe space
for them to learn, explore and play.
This statutory code of practice looks to change that,
not by seeking to protect children from the digital
world, but by protecting them within it.
– Information Commissioner’s Foreword
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SUMMARY OF THE CODE

Aims to protect
children's’ data
when using
online services

Comes into
force 2nd
September 2020
with 12 month
transition

Applies to
“information
society service”
providers
AGE
APPROPRIATE
DESIGN CODE

Code will be
taken into
account during
enforcement

15 standards of
age appropriate
design
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WHO THE CODE APPLIES TO

Also applies to:
• Businesses with an office in the UK
• Businesses outside the EEA who
offer services in the UK or track
behaviours
• EEA businesses, post-Brexit
transition

Generally only
applies to UK
businesses,
but…

Applies to
online services
likely to be
accessed by
children

AGE
APPROPRIATE
DESIGN CODE

Child defined
as under 18

Applies to service specifically for children, or most
likely to be used by a child, even if the intention is not
for children to use the service

Some
exemptions
apply
Does not apply to:
• Preventative or
counselling services
• Some public authority
services (not provided
on a commercial basis)
• Business brochure
websites
• Traditional phone
services (but VOIP
included)
• General broadcast
services (e.g. TV, radio,
etc.)
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WHAT IS “AGE APPROPRIATE”
•
•
•
•

• Reasonably robust online skills and
knowledge
• Still developing cognitive and
emotionally
• Parental support likely to vary
• Likely to be risk taking and impulsive
• Able to provide their own consent

Less likely to have own device
Unlikely to understand the digital environment
Text based information not relevant
Unable to provide their own consent

0-5: Pre-literate &
early literacy

•
•
•
•

16-17: Approaching
adulthood

•
•

6-9: Core primary
school age

Possible have own
devices
Usually online gaming or
creative
May be taught about
online safety
Home and family
influence the most
Literacy levels can vary
Unable to provide their
own consent

AGE &
DEVELOPMENTAL
STAGES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase in need for personal
identity
May reject/distance from parental
control and reluctant to to speak
to parents about concerns
Literacy skills like to be more
developed
Are able to provide their own
consent

•
13-15: Early teens

10:12: Transition
years

•
•
•

Significant changes to online
activity
Likely to have their own
device
Peer pressure rather than
family influence
Online gaming, video and
music streaming popular
Attitudes to parental rules
and involvement in online use
vary
Unlikely to be aware of
personal data usage
Unable to provide their own10
consent

ENFORCEMENT
Those services
covered by
Code must
meet standards
by 2nd Sept
2021

GDPR fines
could apply
(ICO sees
protection of
child data a
priority)

AGE
APPROPRIATE
DESIGN CODE

If you don’t
follow Code
then difficult to
demonstrate
your
compliance

ICO monitoring
of
conformance
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THE 15
STANDARDS
OF AGE
APPROPRIATE
DESIGN
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1. BEST INTERESTS OF THE CHILD
Safe from
exploitation
Recognise the
evolving
capacity of a
child to form
their own view

Recognise the
role of those
with parental
responsibility

Protect and
support health
and wellbeing

BEST
INTERESTS OF
THE CHILD

Protect and
support
physical,
psychological &
emotional
development

Protect and
support ability
to develop own
views and
integrity

Support those
with disabilities
Protect and
support right to
freedom of
association and
play
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2. DPIA

Identify need
for DPIA

Document your
conclusions

Describe your
processing

DPIA
Identify how to
mitigate those
risks

Consult with
children and
parents

Identify and
assess risks

Assess
necessity,
proportionality
and compliance
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3. AGE APPROPRIATE APPLICATION

Know your users’
ages

AGE APPROPRIATE
APPLICATION

Different
standards for
different age
groups?

Understand how
age impacts
understanding
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4. TRANSPARENCY

Clear privacy
information (right
to be informed)

Child friendly
communication
tailored to the age
of the child

TRANSPARENCY

“Bite-sized”
explanations
when you use
data / settings
change

Clear T&Cs,
policies,
standards, etc.
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5. DETRIMENTAL USE OF DATA

Keep up to date
with current
thinking

DETRIMENTAL USE
OF DATA

Follow existing
codes (e.g.
marketing and
behavioural
advertising)

Don’t process data
in a way considered
detrimental
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6. POLICIES AND COMMUNITY

Only use data as
per your privacy
policy

POLICIES &
COMMUNITY

Enforce your terms
and policies

Enforce your own
user behaviour
standards
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7. DEFAULT SETTINGS

“High privacy” by
default

Age appropriate
prompts when
settings changed

Multi-user choices
for different users

DEFAULT
SETTINGS

Retain user
settings at all
times, even when
updating software

Allow permanent
or temporary
setting changes
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8. DATA MINIMISATION

Identify what data
you actually need

Only collect the
data you need at
the point the child
uses that part of
your service

DATA
MINIMISATION

Give users a
choice of what
elements of
service and/or
data

Only collect the
minimal amount
of data you need
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9. DATA SHARING

Don’t share a
child’s data unless
compelled to do so

DATA SHARING

Consider the risks
to the child from
sharing the data

Consider the
interests of the
child
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10. GEOLOCATION

Geolocation
settings should be
off by default

GEOLOCATION

If child’s location
visible to others,
then reset to off at
end of each session

Be clear to the
child when their
location is being
tracked
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11. PARENTAL CONTROLS
Age appropriate
information if
parental controls
available

PARENTAL
CONTROLS

Age appropriate
information if
parental
monitoring
available
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12. PROFILING

Profiling options
off by default

PROFILING

If profiling is
turned on ensure
safeguarding

Age appropriate
information if
profiling activated
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13. NUDGE TECHNIQUES
Don’t encourage
children to
provide
unnecessary data

Consider nudging
for health and
wellbeing (e.g.
pause, timeout,
support)

NUDGE
TECHNIQUES

Don’t encourage
children to turn
off privacy
settings

Age appropriate
messaging to
encourage
privacy
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14. CONNECTED TOYS AND DEVICES

Ensure device
complies with the
Code

Be transparent
about what data
and what it’s used
for

Avoid passive data
processing

CONNECTED TOYS
& DEVICES

Different settings
for multiple users

Provide clear
privacy
information at
point of purchase
and setup
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15. ONLINE TOOLS
Implement tools to
help children
exercise their
rights and report
concerns

Provide processes
to allow
child/parent to
track progress

Tools need to be
prominent

ONLINE TOOLS

Tools need to be
easy to use and
relate to the
individuals’ rights

Tools need to be
age appropriate
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WHAT THIS MEANS
IN PRACTICE
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WHAT THIS MEANS IN PRACTICE
Determine if you
should be
following the
Code

Don’t forget that
GDPR & PECR
applies

WHAT YOU
SHOULD DO
NOW
•
•
•
•

Implement an accountability
programme overseen by
DPA/senior management
Implement internal policies
Train appropriate staff
Make sure your register of
processing activities is up to date

Put systems in
place to
demonstrate
accountability

Review your
DPIA and
identify what you
need to
fix/change

Make changes to
your service by
2nd September
2021 at the very
latest
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HERE TO HELP
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MARK GRACEY GDPR

GDPR
• 4hrs hands-on
help
Principles
• Email/phone support
GDPR UNLIMITED

GDPR DIY

• Online resources
• Alerts & updates
• Free access to webinars
• Can act as DPO
• Monthly subscription

• Self-service
• Step-by-step guides
• Policy templates
• Online support
• Alerts & updates
• Free access to webinars
• Annual subscription

Practical GDPR & ePrivacy support and advice whenever you need it

TO FIND OUT MORE: https://markgraceygdpr.co.uk/services/
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TIME FOR
YOUR
QUESTIONS
&
DISCUSSION
Mark Gracey GDPR
hello@markgraceygdpr.co.uk

